4.

ENCOURAGING
PRIVATE INVESTMENTS
IN REDD+ IN THE
POST-2020 PARIS
AGREEMENT WORLD
While the world works out rules
for international carbon markets
under the Paris Agreement,
many tropical forest countries
are ploughing ahead with
projects to preserve their forests
and valuable ecosystems,
with a view to counting these
avoided emissions towards
their nationally determined
contributions.
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HOW PERU IS APPROACHING NESTED PROJECTS, THE
CHALLENGES AHEAD AND HOW THE COUNTRY CAN OPEN
THE DOOR FOR INCREASED PRIVATE SECTOR CAPITAL.
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bringing private investment, as well
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level, tropical forest countries are

encouraged the sharing of best practices
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preparing for participation in carbon

for REDD+ activities. These countries

sustained and scalable financing for NDCs.

markets at a national level. This includes

are currently working to harmonise

paying particular attention to how

these early action best-in-class REDD+

The country has significant REDD+

REDD+ will fit within their national

project activities within their national

experience and has taken global leadership

goals and their nationally determined

REDD+ systems, aligning with national

since the concept’s early days. It has

contributions (NDCs). REDD+ is

forest emission reference levels as the

76 Natural Protected Areas (NPA) such

recognised by Article 5 of the Paris

framework under the Paris Agreement

as National Parks, National Reserves,

Agreement and is defined as reducing

moves towards national-level accounting,

and Communal Reserves, in the

emissions from deforestation and

so that they additionally contribute to

Peruvian Amazon, spanning over 16 million

forest degradation, plus the role of

their NDC commitments.

hectares of rainforest. These areas are of

conservation, sustainable management
of forests, and enhancement of forest
carbon stocks in developing countries.
It has the potential to play a significant
role in the global climate change

Natural Capital Solutions (NCS) are Essential to Stabilishing
Warming to Below 2˚C

solution (as illustrated by the figure
below) by crucially driving higher
ambition through cost-effective
co-benefits for biodiversity and people’s
livelihoods.

The model is highly
replicable and can
provide an example
for other countries
Many tropical forest countries already
host REDD+ projects developed by a
diverse group of project developers,
among them several non-governmental
entities. These have been at the
forefront in the implementation of
necessary sustainable land use activities
in the rainforest with local communities,
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The land-use sector holds huge potential – it could fill 50% of short-term to 2020 mitigation
and 40% of the 2030 emissions gap needed to achieve a below 2°C linear reduction according
to the UNFCCC (2015). Global climate goals will not be met without urgent action to halt the
loss of and improve global carbon sinks, including forests.
Source: http://www.pnas.org/content/114/44/11645.figures-only

Peru illustrates the way on REDD+ nesting
pathway for projects, opening the door for
sustained and scalable financing for NDCs

play a catalytic role in the transformation
of the broader landscape, in particular
transforming the buffer zones of the
protected areas into sustainable land
use (for example through cocoa or coffee
agroforestry). This is critical for long-term

key importance for the planet in terms

In April 2018, the Peruvian Government

of natural and cultural diversity, as well

enacted Law N. 30754, Climate Change

as for the climate in terms of carbon

Framework Law, which declares promoting

storage and sequestration.

public and private investment in climate
change mitigation management of

However, the Andean-Amazon country
still has a large untapped REDD+
potential, especially in terms of attracting
financing. In order to bridge that gap,
Peru is beginning to take affirmative
actions such as aligning the REDD+
projects inside NPA, initially implemented
under a voluntary standard (the Verra

national interest. Taking into consideration
Peru's potential for REDD+, and that the
emissions reductions derived from the
implementation of such projects will be
counted towards Peru's NDCs, the country
has sufficient incentives to promote public
and private investment in these areas. For
such a purpose, the Peruvian government
must approve a national accounting

Verified Carbon Standard (VCS) with the

methodology to avoid double accounting

national forest reference emissions level

issues from 2019, as well as develop the

communicated to the United Nations

rules to account for current baselines used

Framework Convention on Climate Change

by REDD+ project developers as they will

(UNFCCC) in 2016. Using a nested

have to work with the national accounting

approach, Peru has authorised REDD+

system instead of their own.

and the government will then remove any
emission reductions achieved from the
national inventory if they are sold outside
of the country. This recognition effectively
safeguards REDD+ projects against any
potential double counting with Peru’s

achieved emission reductions.
However, Peru's efforts to harmonise
REDD+ projects with national accounting
in preparation for the Paris Agreement
remains a work in process. To date,
for NPAs or those areas outside of the
protected areas, there is no provision that
covers REDD+ project accounting post2020. The NPA Agency (SERNANP) is
working to approve harmonisation policies
that will provide more guidance on this
issue. Peru is attempting to harmonise
the REDD+ projects in NPAs in a way
that does not unduly affect investors or
potential buyers of the credits, so as not
to endanger the financial sustainability
of NPAs. This will likely have to involve a
risk-based approach to allocating regional
reference levels to specific project areas

project operators to use their existing
baselines under the VCS for 2015-18,

sustainability and permanence of the

The level of regulatory development

and developing a partnership to monitor

has not been the same for the REDD+

achievements on the ground. There is a

projects outside the NPA in Peru (eg,

lot at stake; SERNANP's model is highly

REDD+ in logging concessions). As NPA

replicable in Peru but can also provide an

are considered "Patrimony of the Nation"

example for other countries in the region

and their maintenance is a government

and, eventually, globally.

priority, it is no surprise that NPA REDD+
projects have been leading the way for

Indeed, we consider Peru is clearly ahead

such integration. Non-governmental

of other countries that will need to address

organisations such as AIDER, CIMA

with certainty the status of REDD+ projects

broadly, for the tradability of mitigation

and Conservation International have

and credits post-2020. To the extent

units in other programmes like the Carbon

demonstrated that the REDD+ mechanism

that countries want to facilitate private

Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for

can be a sustainable source of financing

investment in REDD+ projects, developing

International Aviation(CORSIA).

for the NPA's conservation goals and can

policies that provide clear guidance on

NDC, which is a key requirement for the
Article 6 market mechanism and, more
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the legality of REDD+ credits pre- and

are not appropriately accounted for on the
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post-2020 is crucial. This should include
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recognising the performance achieved by
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the projects and their contribution to the

in many forest-rich countries to achieve
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national targets. REDD+ countries like Peru

their domestic targets and eventually to

will need to focus on how to address the

help raise global ambition to meet the

double accounting issues in the short run,
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programmes we be an essential element of

viable when viewed at a national level, as

ensuring the long term success of REDD+.

established by the Climate Change Law.

_______

Leading countries
like Peru will be
closely watched
by other REDD+
countries that are
beginning to address
similar issues.
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How REDD+ projects are accounted for

high priority conservation areas, that mix

Peru has significant REDD+ experience
and has taken global leadership since the
concept’s early days
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